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Abstract
A hitting formula is a set of Boolean clauses such that any two of the clauses cannot be simultaneously
falsified. Hitting formulas have been studied in many different contexts at least since [45] and, based
on experimental evidence, Peitl and Szeider [53] conjectured that unsatisfiable hitting formulas
are among the hardest for resolution. Using the fact that hitting formulas are easy to check for
satisfiability we make them the foundation of a new static proof system Hitting: a refutation of
a CNF in Hitting is an unsatisfiable hitting formula such that each of its clauses is a weakening
of a clause of the refuted CNF. Comparing this system to resolution and other proof systems is
equivalent to studying the hardness of hitting formulas.

Our first result is that Hitting is quasi-polynomially simulated by tree-like resolution, which
means that hitting formulas cannot be exponentially hard for resolution and partially refutes
the conjecture of Peitl and Szeider. We show that tree-like resolution and Hitting are quasi-
polynomially separated, while for resolution, this question remains open. For a system that is only
quasi-polynomially stronger than tree-like resolution, Hitting is surprisingly difficult to polynomially
simulate in another proof system. Using the ideas of Raz–Shpilka’s polynomial identity testing for
noncommutative circuits [57] we show that Hitting is p-simulated by Extended Frege, but we
conjecture that much more efficient simulations exist. As a byproduct, we show that a number of
static (semi)algebraic systems are verifiable in deterministic polynomial time.

We consider multiple extensions of Hitting, and in particular a proof system Hitting(⊕)
related to the Res(⊕) proof system for which no superpolynomial-size lower bounds are known.
Hitting(⊕) p-simulates the tree-like version of Res(⊕) and is at least quasi-polynomially stronger.
We show that formulas expressing the non-existence of perfect matchings in the graphs Kn,n+2

are exponentially hard for Hitting(⊕) via a reduction to the partition bound for communication
complexity.

See the full version of the paper for the proofs. They are omitted in this Extended Abstract.
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48:2 Proving Unsatisfiability with Hitting Formulas

1 Introduction

Propositional proof complexity is a well-established area with a number of mathematically
rich results. A propositional proof system [19] is formally a deterministic polynomial-
time algorithm that verifies candidate proofs of unsatisfiability of propositional formulas in
conjunctive normal form. The existence of a proof system that has such polynomial-size
refutations for all unsatisfiable formulas is equivalent to NP = co-NP, and (dis)proving it
is out of reach of the currently available methods. Towards this goal, Cook and Reckhow’s
paper [19] started a program to develop new stronger proof systems that have short proofs
for tautologies that are hard for known proof systems and to prove superpolynomial lower
bounds for these new systems. The idea is that obtaining new results where our previous
techniques fail helps in developing new techniques.

One of the oldest propositional proof systems is the propositional version of resolution
(Res) [15, 23] that operates on Boolean clauses (disjunctions of literals treated as sets) and has
only a single rule that allows introducing resolvents ℓ1∨···∨ℓk∨x ℓ′

1∨···∨ℓ′
m∨x

ℓ1∨···∨ℓk∨ℓ′
1∨···∨ℓ′

m
. Superpolynomial

lower bounds on the size of a particular case of resolution proofs are known since [62],
while exponential lower bounds on general Res proof size were proven by Haken [41] and
Urquhart [63] for the pigeonhole principle and handshaking lemma, respectively. Furthermore
Res encompasses CDCL algorithms for SAT [8, 54], that are the most successful SAT-solving
algorithms to date.

Motivated by the quest of finding hard examples for modern SAT-solvers, Peitl and
Szeider [53] experimentally investigated the hardness of hitting formulas for resolution. A
hitting formula as a mathematical object has been studied under a number of names and
in various contexts (a polynomial-time solvable SAT subclass, partitions of the Boolean
cube viewed combinatorially, etc.) [45, 24, 48, 49, 38, 37, 50, 53, 29]. A formula H =

∧
i Hi

in CNF with clauses Hi is a hitting formula if every pair of clauses cannot be falsified
simultaneously (that is, there is a variable that appears in the two clauses with different
signs). Equivalently, the sets Si of truth assignments falsifying clauses Hi are disjoint, thus
in an unsatisfiable hitting formula every assignment in {0, 1}n is covered exactly once by Si’s.
Peitl and Szeider conjectured that hitting formulas might be among the hardest formulas for
resolution. Their conjecture was supported by experimental results for formulas with a small
number of variables.

One of the reasons why hitting formulas received an abundance of attention is that they
are one of the classes of CNFs that are polynomial-time tractable for satisfiability checking
(along with e.g. Horn formulas and 2-CNFs) [45]. First, it is straightforward to check whether
a CNF formula is hitting: simply enumerate all pairs of clauses and check that they contain
some variable with opposite signs. Then the number of satisfying assignments of a hitting
formula is 2n −

∑
i 2n−|Hi|, where |Hi| is the number of literals in Hi and n is the number of

variables in H.
This nice property allows us to think about hitting not only as a class of formulas but as

an algorithm to determine satisfiability. For the algorithm to apply to any kind of formulas
we need to introduce nondeterminism, and this is best modelled with a proof system. Thus
we define a new static proof system based on unsatisfiable hitting formulas. A refutation of
an arbitrary CNF F in the Hitting proof system is an unsatisfiable hitting formula such
that each of its clauses is a weakening of a clause in F (i.e. a clause of F with extra literals).

By thinking of hitting as a proof system we reinterpret the conjecture of Peitl and Szeider
as the following question: is it possible to efficiently formalize the model counting argument
above within the Res proof system? Then the question of the hardness of hitting formulas
for Res can be phrased in terms of the relative strength of Res and Hitting: can Hitting
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be separated from Res? That is, can we find formulas that are easy to refute in Hitting
and hard to refute in Res? More in general, by relating Hitting to other proof systems
we can pinpoint both the hardness of hitting formulas and the ability to formalize Iwama’s
counting argument in those proof systems.

It turns out that Hitting is tightly connected to the tree-like version of Res (tl-Res),
which is exponentially weaker than Res [14]. It encompasses all DPLL algorithms [23, 22],
which form the base of multiple (exponential-time) upper bounds for SAT (see, e.g., [21] for
a survey). A DPLL algorithm splits the input problem F into subproblems F |x=0 and F |x=1
for some variable x and applies easy simplification rules.

More precisely, tl-Res quasi-polynomially simulates Hitting (Theorem 3.1), and the
simulation cannot be improved to a polynomial one (Theorem 3.8). This partially answers
the question “How hard can hitting formulas be for resolution?” raised in [53] in the following
way. Not only every hitting formula has proofs of quasi-polynomial size, their unsatisfiability
can be decided in quasi-polynomial time by a DPLL algorithm. The simulation also entails
that every exponential-size lower bound we already have for tl-Res holds for Hitting,
which in particular allows for a separation of Res from Hitting.

Even though the very weak proof system tl-Res is enough to quasi-polynomially simulate
Hitting, it is surprisingly difficult to push the upper bound all the way to a polynomial: even
though we compare Hitting to a number of known proof systems with different strengths with
the hope of obtaining a polynomial simulation, the only system where we can polynomially
simulate Hitting is the very powerful Extended Frege (Corollary 4.3). As a byproduct
of this result, we prove also that various static (semi)algebraic proof systems (Nullstellensatz,
Sherali–Adams, Lovász–Schrijver, Sum-of-Squares) are indeed Cook–Reckhow (determinist-
ically polynomial-time verifiable) proof systems even when we measure the proof size in a
succinct way, ignoring the part enforcing Boolean variables. Such distinction can be safely
ignored in lower bound results, but in principle ought to be accounted for when constructing
upper bounds. Efficient deterministic formal proof verification becomes more and more
important because of the increasing interest in algorithms based on sum-of-squares [6, 30].

In more detail, we study the relation between various versions of Hitting and known
proof systems such as:

Res(⊕), defined in [44] by analogy with the system Res(Lin) of [58] in the same vein
as Krajíček’s R(. . .) systems [47]. No superpolynomial-size lower bound is known for it,
however, [44] proves an exponential bound for its tree-like version. Res(⊕) extends Res
by allowing clauses to contain affine equations modulo two instead of just literals, and
this is the weakest known bounded-depth Frege system with parity gates where we do
not know a superpolynomial-size lower bound.
We prove two separations showing that Hitting is incomparable with tl-Res(⊕)
(Sect. 3.3, the separation is quasi-polynomial in one direction and exponential in the
other direction).
Nullstellensatz (NS), defined in [7] (where also an exponential-size lower bound was
proved), along with its version NSR [27] that uses dual variables (x = 1 − x introduced
in [2] for PC [18], which is a “dynamic” version of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz that allows
generating elements of the ideal step-by-step). An exponential-size lower bound for NSR
follows from [16] (see Corollary 5.4).
Cutting Planes (CP), defined in [20], uses linear inequalities as its proof lines and has
two rules: the rule introducing nonnegative linear combinations and the integer rounding
rule (

∑
cixi≥c∑

cixi≥⌈c⌉
for integer ci’s).

ITCS 2024



48:4 Proving Unsatisfiability with Hitting Formulas

Frege, defined in [59, 19], can be thought of as any implicationally complete “textbook”
derivation system for propositional logic. Proving superpolynomial lower bounds for it is
a long-standing open problem that seems out of reach at the moment.
Systems augmented by Tseitin’s extension rule and its analogues, such as Extended
Frege. This rule allows the introduction of new variables denoting some functions of
already introduced variables.

Given that known proof systems do not obviously polynomially simulate Hitting, this
leaves us with the following question: does augmenting SAT algorithms with the ability to
reason about hitting formulas lead to any improvements? Or its counterpart about proof
systems, how powerful are proof systems resulting from combining known proof systems with
Hitting?

Recall that a DPLL algorithm splits the input problem F into subproblems F |x=0 and
F |x=1. Algorithms that give upper bounds for SAT use more general splittings; in fact one
can split over any tautology, that is, consider subproblems F ∧ G1, . . . , F ∧ Gm, where
G1 ∨ · · · ∨ Gk is a tautology. Put in another way, one can split over an unsatisfiable formula
G1 ∧ · · · ∧ Gk – including unsatisfiable hitting formulas. We use this idea, although in a
DAG-like context, to introduce the following generalization of Hitting.
Hitting Res merges Hitting with Res. It uses the weakening rule and also extends the

main resolution rule to

C1 ∨ H1, . . . , Ck ∨ Hk

C1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ck

for a hitting formula H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hk. It is also p-simulated by Extended Frege
(Corollary 4.4).

Other ways in which we can generalize Hitting while keeping with the spirit of the proof
system are to allow some leeway in the requirement for the subcubes to form a partition, or
in the type of objects that constitute the partition. While at first these may appear to be a
mere mathematical curiosity, the connections to Nullstellensatz in the case of Odd Hitting
and to the partition bound in the case of Hitting(⊕) show that these are natural proof
systems.

Hitting[k] strengthens Hitting by allowing to cover a falsifying assignment with at most
k sets. Such proofs can be efficiently verified and p-simulated in Extended Frege using
the inclusion-exclusion formula and polynomial identity testing (PIT) (Theorem 4.7).

Odd Hitting strengthens Hitting by allowing to cover a falsifying assignment with an
odd number of sets. Such proofs also can be efficiently verified and p-simulated in
Extended Frege using PIT (Prop. 4.5). This system is equivalent to a certain version
of Nullstellensatz, which we discuss in Sect. 5. We prove a lower bound for Odd Hitting
(Corollary 5.4) that allows us to separate it from Res.

Hitting(⊕) strengthens Hitting by allowing the complements of affine subspaces instead
of clauses, that is, a clause can now contain affine equations instead of just literals,
and Si is thus an affine subspace. Such proofs can be verified similarly to Hitting
using Gaussian elimination. We prove an exponential-size lower bound for Hitting(⊕)
(Theorem 6.1) which, additionally, separates it from CP.

A summary of our simulations and separations is depicted in Figure 1, and more precise
bounds are stated in Table 1. Now we turn to a more detailed discussion.
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tl-Res

Hitting tl-Res(⊕)

Hitting(⊕)Extended Frege CP

Res

Odd Hitting

6.1

l.b. 3.3

3.5, 3.8 [44]

as in 3.5

3.16, 3.13

3.1

4.3
4.5

5.1, 5.4

Figure 1 Arrow A B means that B p-simulates A, a dashed arrow A B means B

quasi-polynomially simulates A. A B means a quasi-polynomial separation (a lower bound is
for the system A). An arrowhead in the tail A B means that A is exponentially separated
from B. A dotted line A B means that we do not know any simulations between A and B.
Known simulations involving CP and Extended Frege are not shown.

Table 1 Precise bounds in our separations. Upper bounds are black and lower bounds are purple.

Thm Hitting Hitting(⊕) Odd Hitting tl-Res tl-Res(⊕) Res CP

3.8, 3.17 2Õ(m) 2Ω̃(m2−ε) 2Õ(m)

3.16 2Õ(m) 2Ω̃(m2−ε)

5.4 2Ω̃(n) poly
3.13, [44] 2nΩ(1)

poly 2Ω(n)

6.1 2Ω(n) poly

1.1 Our results and methods

1.1.1 Simulations of HITTING-based systems and proof verification using
PIT

Proof verification is not straightforward in static (semi)algebraic proof systems that use
either dual variables x̄ = 1 − x or do not open the parentheses in (1 − x) for the negation
of a variable x (such as static Lovász–Schrijver or Sherali–Adams proofs or NS proofs with
dual variables). A similar situation occurs with the verification of Hitting proofs which,
contrary to most (or all?) known proof systems, is based on model counting. Such reasoning
is not expressed naturally in propositional logic, and it makes it difficult to simulate Hitting
proofs in other proof systems. We observe that Hitting proofs can be expressed similarly to
NS proofs with dual variables without explicitly mentioning the side polynomials for x2 − x

and x + x̄ − 1 (in particular, we notice that over GF(2), such proofs, which we call succinct
NSR proofs, are equivalent to Odd Hitting proofs, and that over any field they p-simulate
Hitting proofs in a straightforward manner). We show that the two problems have the
same cure: we provide an efficient polynomial identity testing procedure for multilinear
polynomials modulo x + x̄ − 1 that can also be formalized in Extended Frege.

ITCS 2024



48:6 Proving Unsatisfiability with Hitting Formulas

Our approach uses the main idea of the Raz–Shpilka polynomial identity testing for
noncommutative circuits [57]. We introduce new variables for quadratic polynomials; crucially
it suffices to do so for a basis instead of the potentially exponential number of polynomials.
This serves as an inductive step cutting the degrees. Namely, at the first step we consider
two variables x1 and x2 and quadratic polynomials (potentially, (1 − x1)(1 − x2), (1 − x1)x2,
x1(1 − x2), x1x2, 1 − x1, x1, 1 − x2, and x2) appearing in the monomials mi as x̄1x̄2, x̄1x2,
etc., and replace them using linear combinations of new variables y1,2

i , thus decreasing the
degree by one. At the next step we treat all the variables y1,2

i as a single “layer” (note that
they are not multiplied by each other). We merge this layer of y1,2

i with x3, getting a layer
of variables y1,2,3

j , and so on, until we reach a linear equation, which is easy to verify.
In order to implement this strategy we prove a lemma allowing us to merge two layers of

variables by ensuring that after the merge the equivalence of polynomials still holds.
By using this polynomial identity testing we get not only an efficient algorithm for

checking static proofs (including succinct NSR proofs), but also a polynomial simulation
in the Extended Polynomial Calculus (Ext-PC) system that has been recently used in [3],
where an exponential-size lower bound has been proved. It is not difficult to see that Ext-PC
over GF(2) is equivalent to Extended Frege, so we obtain p-simulations of Hitting,
Hitting Res, Odd Hitting and Hitting[k] in Extended Frege.

1.1.2 Separations of HITTING from classical systems
A polynomial simulation of tl-Res in Hitting (Theorem 3.5) can be easily shown by
converting tl-Res to a decision tree, then the assignments in the leaves provide a disjoint
partition of the Boolean cube. We show a quasi-polynomial simulation in the other direction
through careful analysis of a recursive argument (Theorem 3.1). The main idea is that
an unsatisfiable formula containing m clauses must necessarily contain a clause of width
w ≤ log2 m, and in a hitting formula this clause must contain a variable that occurs with
the opposite sign in at least (m − 1)/w clauses. Making a decision over this variable thus
removes a lot of clauses in one of the two branches. We also employ a generalization of
this idea to show that Hitting[k] proofs can be quasi-polynomially simulated in Hitting
(Prop. 3.2) and hence in tl-Res.

A polynomial simulation in the other direction is impossible because of a superpolynomial
separation. To show this result (Theorem 3.8) we use query complexity, and in particular, the
result of [4] separating unambiguous query complexity from randomized query complexity.
We lift it using xorification to obtain the desired separation.

We then obtain a two-way separation between Hitting and tl-Res(⊕) (Sect. 3.4). On
the one hand Tseitin formulas are hard for Res [63] and hence for Hitting. On the other
hand, [44] shows that they have polynomial-size tl-Res(⊕) (and thus also Hitting(⊕))
proofs. In the other direction, similarly to the separation between Hitting and tl-Res, we
again use the separation of [4] between unambiguous certificate complexity and randomized
query complexity as our starting point. However, since for tl-Res(⊕) we are unable to use
decision trees, we need to go through randomized communication complexity arguments,
using a randomized query-to-communication lifting theorem [40].

Eventually, we discuss separations of Hitting from Res and NS. While the relevant
lower bounds for Hitting follow directly from known lower bounds for tl-Res, the other
direction seems much more difficult, if possible at all. One natural candidate for a separation
result could be the formulas that we used to separate Hitting from tl-Res, but this cannot
work because they turn out to have Res proofs of polynomial size (Theorem 3.17). We show
this fact using dag-like query complexity [31], the analogue of resolution width in query
complexity, which stems from a game characterization of Res [56, 5]. We need to reprove the
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result of [4] accordingly, improving it to a separation between unambiguous dag-like query
complexity and randomized query complexity. This immediately yields an upper bound on
the Res width. Concerning NS, it is a simple observation that Hitting is simulated by NS
with respect to width vs degree. Furthermore, as we discussed above, succinct NSR proofs
(over any field) simulate Hitting with respect to size, therefore separating Hitting from
Res would amount to separating explicit vs succinct NSR size.

1.1.3 A lower bound for ODD HITTING

As mentioned above Odd Hitting is polynomially equivalent to succinct NSR proofs
over GF(2), and we explain this in more detail in the beginning of Sect. 5. It is easy to
see that Odd Hitting has short proofs of Tseitin formulas and thus it is exponentially
separated from Res. The opposite direction (Cor. 5.4) requires slightly more effort. It is
known that Res width can be separated from NS degree [16]. We use this result to get our
size separation using xorification and the random restriction technique of Aleknhovich and
Razborov (see [13]).

1.1.4 A lower bound for HITTING(⊕)

Our lower bound for Hitting(⊕) (Theorem 6.1) uses a communication complexity argument.
Communication complexity reductions have a long history of applications in proof complexity
[11, 42, 35, 44, 25]. The first step in these reductions is a simulation theorem, which shows
that a refutation of an arbitrary CNF ϕ in the proof system of interest can be used to obtain
a low-cost communication protocol solving the communication problem Search(ϕ): given an
assignment to the variables of ϕ, find a clause of ϕ falsified by this assignment. The second
step is reducing a known hard communication problem (usually set disjointness) to Search(ϕ)
for a carefully chosen CNF ϕ.

Until recently the applications of these reductions were limited to either proving a lower
bound for a tree-like version of the system or proving a size-space tradeoff, neither of which
applies to our result. However, over the last few years, the list of applications of the
communication approach in proof complexity has grown significantly. A major breakthrough
came in [61, 31] with a dag-like lifting theorem from resolution to monotone circuits and
cutting plane refutations. Another novel idea was introduced in [39], where the authors
derived a lower bound for Nullstellensatz via a communication-like reduction from the Ω(

√
n)

lower bound on the approximate polynomial degree of ANDn [52].
We use yet another twist on this idea: we apply a communication reduction to the

partition bound [46], a generalization of randomized communication protocols which simulates
Hitting(⊕). To the best of our knowledge this is the first application of the partition bound
in a proof complexity context. We then adapt a communication reduction from set disjointness
in [43] so that it works for the partition bound and use the fact that set disjointness is
still hard for the partition bound to get our lower bound (Theorem 6.1). The choice of the
reduction of [43] is not particularly important, and we believe that reductions from [11, 35, 44]
should also work. A nice feature of the reduction we use is that we get a lower bound for a
natural combinatorial principle: a formula encoding the non-existence of a perfect matching
in a complete bipartite graph Kn,n+2. Because this formula is known to have short CP
proofs, we obtain a separation between Hitting(⊕) and CP as an immediate corollary.

ITCS 2024
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1.2 Further research
Relation between HITTING and RES. Although we have gained a lot of understanding
of the hardness of hitting formulas for resolution, the initial question of Peitl and Szeider
is not fully answered. In particular, we do not know whether hitting formulas can be
superpolynomially hard for Res. The negative answer implies a simulation of Hitting by
Res. To show the positive answer it is sufficient to separate two query complexity measures:
dag-like query complexity (w) and unambiguous certificate complexity (UC). The dag-like
query complexity of the falsified clause search problem for a formula F corresponds to the
resolution width of F . The unambiguous certificate complexity for this problem corresponds
to the width of Hitting refutations of F . Note that unambiguous certificate complexity
only makes sense for functions, while dag-like query complexity is defined for (total) relations.
Unfortunately, separating even regular certificate complexity (C) and w is an open problem for
functions (without the uniqueness requirement the certificate complexity can only decrease,
so it might be easier to separate w from C than from UC). It turns out that w is resistant
to known lower bound techniques in the field of query complexity, so tackling it will likely
lead to finding new techniques there. Notice that we know how to separate w and C for
relations: every lower bound on the resolution width for an O(1)-CNF formula constitutes a
separation for the corresponding falsified clause search problem. Such a separation (constant
vs. polynomial) is unachievable for functions (we cannot hope for better than quadratic
separation for functions as w(R) ≤ C(R)2). Can we use ideas from resolution lower bounds
to separate w and UC (or at least C)?

Separate HITTING and HITTING[2]. With xorification this problem can be shown to be
equivalent to a simple (if only in the statement!) question in query complexity: separate
unambiguous certificate complexity and 2-unambiguous certificate complexity (where every
input has one or two certificates). It is known how to separate one-sided versions of these
query models [33], but similarly to the question of Hitting vs Res it is unclear how to
extend this to the two-sided case.

Is it possible to separate HITTING(⊕) and TL-RES(⊕)? In the full version of this paper we
give evidence that a simulation of Hitting(⊕) by tl-Res(⊕) along the lines of Theorem 3.1
is not possible. That, however, does not rule out the existence of such a simulation. [60,
Conjecture 5.1.3] conjectures that every affine subspace partition can be refined to one
corresponding to a parity decision tree with a quasi-polynomial blow-up. With some caveats1,
the statement of this conjecture is equivalent to the existence of quasi-polynomial simulation
of Hitting(⊕) by tl-Res(⊕). So, is there an exponential separation between these two
systems? It seems that communication-based lower bounds for tl-Res(⊕) can be transferred
to Hitting(⊕) as it is done in Section 6. There are several other techniques that yield
tl-Res(⊕) lower bounds such as prover-delayer games [44, 36], reduction to polynomial
calculus degree [32], and the recent lifting from decision tree depth to parity decision tree
size directly [17, 10]. None of those seem to work for Hitting(⊕), so it is reasonable to
think that some of the yielded formulas may have an upper bound in Hitting(⊕). The most
promising technique seems to be lifting since it yields a wide family of formulas hard for
tl-Res(⊕) with the source of hardness inherent to the tree-like structure of refutations.

1 The refinement might be non-constructive, but its mere existence does not imply the simulation. The
simulation might produce parity decision trees that are not refinements of the initial Hitting(⊕)
refutation but nevertheless, solve the relation Search(ϕ).
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Better upper bound on HITTING. One intriguing matter is that although a very weak
proof system such as tl-Res is enough to quasi-polynomially simulate Hitting, we need
to go all the way to the very strong proof system Extended Frege for the simulation to
become polynomial. A natural question is then what is the weakest proof system that is
enough to polynomially simulate Hitting.

It is consistent with our findings that a fairly weak proof system such as NSR is already
enough to simulate Hitting; indeed this would be the case if NSR and succinct NSR were
equivalent. Hence we ask the same question regarding succinct (semi)algebraic proof systems:
what is the weakest proof system that polynomially simulates succinct NSR or succinct SA?
And in particular, is succinct NSR equivalent to NSR and is succinct SA equivalent to SA?
One way to answer all these questions would be to formalize the PIT of Theorem 4.2 in a
weaker proof system.

The situation with Hitting(⊕) is even worse. We have shown how to p-simulate most of
the generalizations of Hitting that we defined, including Odd Hitting and Hitting[k], in
Ext-PC, but the argument does not work as is for Hitting(⊕) since we are relying on a
noncommutative PIT. Therefore we do not know even an Extended Frege simulation of
Hitting(⊕) (though it is of course quite expected).

Non-automatability of HITTING. It follows from Theorem 3.1 and quasi-polynomial auto-
matability of tl-Res [9] that Hitting is also quasi-polynomially automatable. Can we show
that it is impossible to do better? We think that it is possible to adapt the similar result of
de Rezende [26] for tl-Res.

2 Basic definitions

2.1 Basic notation

For a function f : N → R, Õ(f) and Ω̃(f) denote O and Ω up to logarithmic factors, that is,
g = Õ(f) and h = Ω̃(f) if g = O(f logC f) and h = O(f/ logC f) respectively for a constant
C. For example, 2nn2 = Õ(2n) and n/ log n = Ω̃(n).

Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be a Boolean function. The deterministic query complexity of f ,
denoted by D(f), is the minimal number of (adaptive) queries to the input variables that is
enough to compute f(x) for any input x. The randomized query complexity of f , R(f), is
the minimum number of queries needed by a randomized algorithm that outputs f(x) for
any input x with probability at least 2/3. A partial assignment α ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n is a certificate
for f if for any two assignments x, y ∈ {0, 1}n agreeing with α, f(x) = f(y). The size of a
certificate is the number of non-star entries. The certificate complexity of f on an input x,
denoted C(f, x), is size of the smallest certificate α such that x agrees with α. For b ∈ {0, 1},
the (one-sided) b-certificate complexity of f is defined as Cb(f) = maxx:f(x)=b C(f, x). The
(two-sided) certificate complexity of f is the maximum of 0- and 1-certificate complexities,
C(f) = max{C0(f), C1(f)}. We say that a family of certificates A ⊂ {0, 1, ∗}n is unambiguous
if any two distinct certificates α, β ∈ A conflict, i.e., there is no assignment that agrees with
both α and β. For b ∈ {0, 1}, the (one-sided) unambiguous b-certificate complexity of f ,
UCb(f), is the minimum number w such that there is an unambiguous family of certificates
A such that A contains only certificates of size at most w and every x ∈ f−1(b) agrees with
some certificate in A. The (two-sided) unambiguous certificate complexity of f is defined as
UC(f) = max{UC0(f), UC1(f)}.
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We use the following notation for widely known proof systems: Res for Resolution,
tl-Res for tree-like Resolution, Res(⊕) for Resolution over XORs of [44], tl-Res(⊕) for its
tree-like version, CP for Cutting Planes, NS for Nullstellensatz, PC for Polynomial Calculus,
Frege for Frege and Extended Frege for Extended Frege.

Deterministic communication complexity of a search problem defined by a ternary relation
R is the minimal amount of communication (number of bits) that is enough to solve the
following communication problem for two players on any input: Alice is given x, Bob is
given y, and their goal is to find some z such that (x, y, z) ∈ R. Alice and Bob can exchange
information by sending bit messages to each other. At the end of the game both players must
know z. (Public coin) ε-error randomized communication complexity of a search problem is
the minimal amount of communication that is enough for players to win the communication
game with probability at least 1 − ε if the players have access to a public source of random
bits. If ε is not explicitly specified then we assume ε = 1/3. More information on the
standard definitions of communication complexity can be found in [51].

2.2 Hitting formulas and proof system
Iwama [45] started to study hitting formulas as a polynomial-time tractable subclass of
satisfiability problems (see also [48]).

▶ Definition 2.1 (Hitting formula). A hitting formula is a formula F = C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm in
conjunctive normal form such that every two of its clauses Ci and Cj contain contrary literals,
that is, there is some literal ℓ such that ℓ ∈ Ci and ℓ̄ ∈ Cj; in other words, Ci ∨ Cj is a
tautology.

Sometimes the notion is defined for formulas in disjunctive normal form. We call them a
different name to avoid misunderstanding.

▶ Definition 2.2 (Unambiguous DNF). An unambiguous DNF is the negation of a hitting
formula, that is, every two its terms (conjunctions) contradict each other.

▶ Definition 2.3 (Hitting proof system). A refutation of a CNF F in Hitting is an
unsatisfiable hitting formula H such that every clause C in H has a strengthening C ′ ⊆ C

in F .

Hitting refutations can be verified in polynomial time: the unsatisfiability of H can be
easily checked by counting the number of falsifying assignments, as implicitly noticed by
Iwama [45] (note that the sets of falsifying assignments for any two clauses of H are disjoint),
and matching clauses to their strengthening is done simply by considering all pairs C ∈ H,
C ′ ∈ F .

The soundness of Hitting is trivial, the completeness is given by the “complete” hitting
formula consisting of all possible clauses containing all the variables of F : the unique
assignment falsifying such a clause C must also falsify some clause C ′ of (unsatisfiable) F ,
which is then the required strengthening of C.

2.3 Other HITTING-based proof systems
2.3.1 HITTING RES

Hitting is a “static” proof system with no real derivation procedure. We add more power
to it by incorporating such steps into a Res refutation. Indeed, a resolution step can be
generalized to resolve over any contradiction, not just x ∧ x̄. In Hitting Res we resolve by
hitting formulas:
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▶ Definition 2.4 (Hitting Res). This proof system embraces both Hitting and Res. One
derivation step uses an unsatisfiable hitting formula H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hk:

C1 ∨ H1, . . . , Ck ∨ Hk

C1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ck
.

We also allow weakening steps:

C

C ∨ D
.

▶ Proposition 2.5. Hitting Res p-simulates both Hitting and Res.

2.3.2 ODD HITTING

While a hitting formula covers every falsifying assignment exactly once, that is, it satisfies
exactly one clause, an odd hitting formula does this an odd number of times.

▶ Definition 2.6 (Odd hitting formula). An odd hitting formula is a formula F = C1∧· · ·∧Cm

in conjunctive normal form such that every falsifying assignment falsifies an odd number of
its clauses.

▶ Definition 2.7 (Odd Hitting proof system). A refutation of a CNF F in Odd Hitting
is an unsatisfiable odd hitting formula H such that every clause C in H has a strengthening
C ′ ⊆ C in F .

It is not straightforward how to verify that a (not necessarily unsatisfiable) formula is an
odd hitting formula, and how to verify that a formula is an unsatisfiable odd hitting formula
(thus verifying Odd Hitting proofs). We show it in Prop. 4.6 and Prop. 4.5.

2.3.3 HITTING[k]
One can generalize hitting formulas by allowing a falsifying assignment to falsify a limited
number of clauses (and not just a single clause) [49].

▶ Definition 2.8 (Hitting-k formula). A hitting-k formula is a formula F in conjunctive
normal form such that every assignment falsifying F falsifies at most k clauses of F .

▶ Definition 2.9 (Hitting[k]). A refutation of a CNF F in Hitting[k] is an unsatisfiable
hitting-k formula H such that every clause C in H has a strengthening C ′ ⊆ C in F .

We show in Theorem 4.7 that Hitting[k] refutations can be verified in polynomial time.

2.3.4 HITTING(⊕)
Hitting(⊕) stands to Hitting the same way as Res(⊕) stands to Res, where Res(⊕) is
the system defined in [44] that allows clauses to contain affine equations modulo two instead
of just literals. It resembles the system Res(Lin) of [58] and falls under the concept of
Krajíček’s R(. . .) systems [47].

▶ Definition 2.10 (Hitting(⊕) formula). A hitting(⊕) formula decomposes {0, 1}n into
disjoint affine subspaces over GF(2). Namely, it is a conjunction of ⊕-clauses of the form∨

k ck ⊕
⊕

i∈Ik
xi, where ck ∈ {0, 1} is a constant, xi’s are variables, and any two its ⊕-clauses

do not share a common falsifying assignment.
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Note that we can check that two affine subspaces are disjoint using Gaussian elimination,
and this gives an efficient way of checking whether a given formula is hitting(⊕).

⊕-clauses can be thought of as sets of linear (affine) equations similarly to clauses that
we usually think of as sets of literals.

▶ Definition 2.11 (Hitting(⊕) proof system). A refutation of a CNF F in Hitting(⊕) is
an unsatisfiable hitting(⊕) formula H such that every ⊕-clause C in H has a strengthening
C ′ ⊆ C in F .

Note that Hitting(⊕) can be thought of also as a proof system for sets of affine subspaces
covering {0, 1}n, that is, unsatisfiable systems of disjunctions of linear (affine) equations.

3 HITTING vs TL-RES and other classical systems

We prove that while Hitting p-simulates tl-Res, in the other direction tl-Res simulates
Hitting only quasi-polynomially. Moreover, tl-Res is quasi-polynomially weaker than
Hitting. We also relate Hitting to other proof systems: the tree-like version of Res(⊕)
(they are incomparable), certain versions of NS, and Res.

3.1 TL-RES quasi-polynomially simulates HITTING

We use a construction of small decision trees from DNF covers of Boolean functions to
quasi-polynomially simulate Hitting in tl-Res [28]. We adapt the argument of Ehrenfeucht–
Haussler to prove the following theorem. Intuitively, every hitting formula defines a subcube
partition of the Boolean cube {0, 1}n. The structure of this partition can be used to greedily
construct a decision tree (tl-Res refutation) that always queries the most conflicting variable
in the narrowest clause.

▶ Theorem 3.1. If a CNF formula F has a Hitting refutation of size m, then F has a
tl-Res refutation of size at most O(22 log3 m).

The argument can be extended to Hitting[k] simulation by Hitting (hence, by tl-Res).

▶ Proposition 3.2. Hitting quasi-polynomially simulates Hitting[k] up to k = (log m)O(1).

Later in Theorem 3.8 we show that the simulation of Hitting by tl-Res cannot be
polynomial; however, we do not know whether it can be improved to mO(log m).

▶ Corollary 3.3. There are formulas that have polynomial-size Res proofs but require
exponential-size Hitting proofs.

▶ Remark 3.4. Similarly to Theorem 3.1, Hitting Res can be quasi-polynomially simulated
in Res (every hitting resolution step can be simulated using Theorem 3.1), and thus an
exponential-size lower bound for it also follows from exponential-size lower bounds for Res
(e.g., [63]).

3.2 HITTING is quasi-polynomially stronger than TL-RES

The simulation is not difficult to see.

▶ Theorem 3.5. Hitting p-simulates tl-Res.

We use ⊕-lifting to prove the separation result. We employ the following separation of
randomized query complexity (deterministic is enough for our purpose) and unambiguous
certificate complexity from [4].
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▶ Definition 3.6 ([1, 4]). Let f : {0, 1}N → {0, 1} be a function, c = 10 log N and m =
c · C(f) log N = 10C(f) log2 N . Then the cheat sheet version of f , denoted fCS, is a total
function fCS : ({0, 1}N )c × ({0, 1}m)2c → {0, 1}.

Let the input be written as (x1, x2, . . . , xc, Y1, Y2, . . . , Y2c), where for all i ∈ [c], xi ∈
{0, 1}N , and for all j ∈ [2c], Yj ∈ {0, 1}m. Let ℓi = f(xi) and ℓ ∈ [2c] be the positive integer
corresponding to the binary string ℓ1, . . . , ℓc. Then we define the value of fCS to be 1 if and
only if Yℓ contains certificates for f(xi) = ℓi for all i ∈ [c].

At first glance, the definition of fCS might look nonconstructive due to the usage of C(f).
However, the theorem of [4] uses an appropriate upper bound on C(f), which is proved along
with the interactive construction of the function.

▶ Theorem 3.7 ([4, Theorem 5.1]). Let f0 = ANDn and fk be defined inductively as
fk := ANDn ◦ (ORn ◦ fk−1)CS, where fk has O(n25k ) inputs. Then R(fk) = Ω̃(n2k+1) and
UC(fk) = Õ(nk+1).

The unambiguous DNFs from this theorem, lifted by (⊕2)m, yield the upper bound.

▶ Theorem 3.8. For every ε > 0, there exists a sequence of unsatifiable hitting formulas Gm

containing 2Õ(m) clauses of width at most Õ(m) such that Gm requires tl-Res proof size
2Ω̃(m2−ε).

3.3 HITTING and TL-RES(⊕) are incomparable
3.3.1 A hard formula for HITTING

We show that there exist formulas that are easy for tl-Res(⊕) and exponentially hard for
Hitting. We recall the separation of tl-Res(⊕) from Res for Tseitin formulas [44].

▶ Definition 3.9 (Tseitin formulas TG,c). For a constant-degree graph G = (V, E) and a 0/1
vector c of “charges” for the vertices, consider the following linear system in the variables xe

for e ∈ E:

∧
v∈V

(⊕
e∋v

xe = cv

)
,

where
⊕

v∈V cv = 1. In the corresponding Tseitin formula TG,c in CNF each vertex constraint⊕
e∋v xe = cv expands into 2deg v−1 clauses of width deg v.

▶ Theorem 3.10 ([63]). There exists a family of constant-degree graphs Gn with n nodes
and a family of charge vectors cn such that TsGn,cn

requires Res refutation of size 2Ω(n).

▶ Theorem 3.11 ([44]). For any graph G and charges c the Tseitin formula TsG,c has a
tree-like Res(⊕) refutation of size linear in the size of the CNF.

Given the quasi-polynomial simulation of Theorem 3.1 and the following generalization of
Theorem 3.5, we can separate Hitting from tl-Res(⊕) and Hitting(⊕).

▶ Proposition 3.12. If F has a tree-like Res(⊕) refutation of size s, then it has a Hitting(⊕)
refutation of size s.

▶ Corollary 3.13. There exists a family of CNF formulas Fn such that Fn requires Resolution
refutation of size 2Ω(n), Hitting refutation of size 2nΩ(1) and admits polynomial-size tree-like
Res(⊕) refutation (and, consequently, polynomial-size Hitting(⊕) refutation).
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3.3.2 A hard formula for TL-RES(⊕)
In addition to separating Hitting from tl-Res, we can follow the same plan to separate it
from a stronger tl-Res(⊕) proof system, that is, to lift a separation between unambiguous
certificate complexity and query complexity. We cannot use decision tree size to bound
tl-Res(⊕) size, but rather the stronger randomized communication complexity measure.

▶ Theorem 3.14 ([44, Theorem 3.11]). Let F be an unsatisfiable CNF that has tree-like
Res(⊕) refutation of size t then the randomized communication complexity of the falsified
clause search problem for F is O(log t).

The function Indexingm : [m] × {0, 1}m → {0, 1} is defined as Indexingm(i, x) = xi, i.e.
it accepts an index and a vector and returns the element of the vector with the given index.
Observe that Indexingm has a decision tree of depth ⌈log2 m⌉ + 1: we first query the index
and then query a single bit of the vector.

▶ Theorem 3.15 ([40]). If a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} requires a randomized decision
tree of depth t, then the function f ◦ (Indexingm)n where m = n256 requires randomized
communication cost Ω(t log n).

By lifting formulas from Theorem 3.7 with IndexingM256 , we prove the separation result.

▶ Theorem 3.16. For every ϵ > 0, there is a sequence of unsatisfiable hitting formulas Gm

containing 2Õ(m) clauses of width Õ(m) that requires tl-Res(⊕) proof size 2Ω̃(m2−ϵ).

3.4 Relation to RES and NS
As we discussed in Section 3.3.1, a corollary of Theorem 3.1, which shows that tl-Res
quasi-polynomially simulates Hitting, is that if a proof system P is exponentially separated
from tl-Res then P is also exponentially separated from Hitting. Since this is the case
with Res and NS – which have short proofs of the ordering principle and the bijective
pigeonhole principle [12] respectively, while tl-Res requires exponentially long proofs of
both – we conclude that Res and NS are exponentially separated from Hitting.

In this section we explore whether a simulation or separation in the other direction exists.
We show that the formula that we used for the quasi-polynomial separation of Hitting from
tl-Res has short Res refutations, and therefore cannot be used for showing a separation
from Res. We also show that in a sense NS simulates Hitting.

3.4.1 Upper bound in RES

To construct a Res refutation we first reprove the upper bound part of Theorem 3.7 (separ-
ating unambiguous certificate complexity from randomized query complexity) strengthening
it to an upper bound for unambiguous dag-like query complexity in place of unambiguous
certificate complexity. We need to make a few minor changes arising from the fact that
w(ANDn) = n while C0(ANDn) = 1, but using the fact that w(ORn ◦ ANDn) = O(n) and
not Θ(n2) is enough for our purposes.

▶ Theorem 3.17. The formula Gm of Theorem 3.8 has a Res refutation of size 2Õ(m).

3.4.2 Upper bound in NS
Given a clause C =

∨
i∈P xi ∨

∨
i∈N xi, let pC =

∏
i∈P (1 − xi) ·

∏
i∈N xi be the polynomial

whose roots are the satisfying assignments of C. Recall that a NS certificate that polynomials
{pi} have no common roots is a set of polynomials {qi} such that

∑
piqi ≡ 1, and the

degree of a certificate is maxi deg(piqi). A NS refutation of a CNF F is a NS certificate for
{pC | C ∈ F} ∪ {x2

i − xi}. It turns out that NS simulates Hitting with respect to degree.
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▶ Proposition 3.18. NS degree is at most Hitting width.

When measuring the size of a NS refutation it is more appropriate to consider a definition
that allows us to introduce dual variables x̄ = 1 − x [2] resulting in a new system NSR [27],
since otherwise a formula containing a wide clause with many positive literals would already
require exponential size when translated to polynomials. We discuss this system in Sect. 4.
Moreover, we discuss succinct NSR proofs that contain only side polynomials for the input
axioms and not for x2 − x = 0 or x + x̄ − 1 = 0. In fact, Prop. 3.18 already shows that
succinct NSR polynomially simulates Hitting with respect to size.

4 PIT helps to simulate HITTING, and more

4.1 EXTENDED FREGE p-simulates HITTING

We prove that Hitting can be p-simulated at least in the most powerful logical propositional
proof system, Extended Frege. The obstacle is that the soundness of Hitting is based
on the counting argument that involves the number of assignments falsified by a clause, and
it is not easy to express this argument in propositional logic.

Our strategy is to p-simulate Hitting in a strong algebraic system that is p-equivalent
to Extended Frege in the case of GF(2).

There are several proof systems extending the power of PC by allowing to express
polynomials in a more compact way than linear combinations of monomials. Grigoriev
and Hirsch [34] introduced F-PC that allows to express polynomials as algebraic formulas
without opening the parentheses. Of course, this needs usual associativity–commutativity–
distributivity rules to transform these formulas. The next powerful system is Ext-PC
considered by Alekseev [3]. This is simply PC with Tseitin’s extension rule generalized
so that variables can be introduced for arbitrary polynomials. It can be viewed as a way
to express PC proofs where polynomials can be represented as algebraic circuits (but
transformations of these circuits must be justified using the definitions of extension variables
that denote gates values). Eventually, Grochow and Pitassi [55, 35] suggested to generalize
proof systems to allow the randomized verification of the proofs, and in these proof systems,
one can switch for free between different circuit representations of a polynomial.

A Frege system [19, §2] is defined as any implicationally complete inference system
that uses sound constant-size rule schemata for Boolean formulas (a schema means that the
formulas in the rules are represented by meta-variables, for example, F and G in the modus
ponens rule F ; F ⊃G

G can be any formulas). An Extended Frege system additionally allows
us to introduce new variables using the axiom schema x ⇔ A for any formula A, where x is
a new variable.

Grigoriev and Hirsch [34, Theorem 3] prove that F-PC (over any field), a system that
allows us to represent polynomials using arbitrary algebraic formulas and to transform them
using the ring rules, p-simulates Frege (and also a similar statement for constant-depth
F-PC over finite fields versus Frege with modular gates). They also state that Frege
p-simulates F-PC over GF(2) [34, Remark 5]. We include a formal proof of this statement
in the full version for completeness. Namely, we prove that F-PC over GF(2) is a Frege
system itself (and it is known that all sound and implicationally complete Frege systems
over all possible sets of Boolean connectives are equivalent [59, Theorem 5.3.1.4.i]).

▶ Definition 4.1 ([3]). An Ext-PC refutation over a ring R of a set of polynomials
P ⊂ R[x1, . . . , xn] is a PC refutation over R of a set of polynomials P ∪ Q, where Q :=
{y1 − q1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , ym − qm(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym−1)} consists of polynomials defining
new variables yi for arbitary polynomials qi ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yi−1].
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While [3] defines Ext-PC over arbitrary fields and even rings, we use it over finite fields only.
It is not difficult to see that Ext-PC over GF(2) is an Extended Frege system (and it is
known that all Extended Frege systems are p-equivalent [59, Theorem 5.3.2.a]).

The main theorem of this section is

▶ Theorem 4.2. Ext-PC over a finite field p-simulates Hitting.

▶ Corollary 4.3. Extended Frege p-simulates Hitting.

▶ Corollary 4.4. Extended Frege p-simulates Hitting Res.

The proof of Theorem 4.2 (which can be found in the full version of this paper) can be
used for proving in Ext-PC similar statements about multilinear polynomials that use dual
variables. In particular, it can be used for simulating Odd Hitting and Hitting[k].

▶ Proposition 4.5. Odd Hitting proofs can be verified in deterministic polynomial time.
Ext-PC over GF(2) p-simulates Odd Hitting. In particular, Extended Frege p-
simulates Odd Hitting.

This argument allows us to verify unsatisfiable odd hitting formulas. However, a similar
technique also makes it possible to check arbitrary formulas for being odd hitting.

▶ Proposition 4.6. Given a formula in CNF, it can be checked in deterministic polynomial
time whether F is an odd hitting formula.

▶ Theorem 4.7. Hitting[k] proofs can be verified in deterministic polynomial time. Ext-PC
over a finite field p-simulates Hitting[k]. In particular, Extended Frege p-simulates
Hitting[k].

5 ODD HITTING

Like NS over GF(2), Odd Hitting can efficiently refute Tseitin formulas modulo 2 (see
Def. 3.9), which require exponential-size resolution proofs [63].

▶ Proposition 5.1. For any constant-degree graph G = (V, E) and 0/1-vector c, Odd
Hitting has a polynomial-size refutation of TG,c.

A separation between Odd Hitting and NS without dual variables follows immediately
from the separation between NSR and NS of de Rezende et al [27].

In the opposite direction, there are formulas that require exponentially larger proofs in
Odd Hitting than in Res. Dmitry Sokolov [private communication] suggested that the
well-known technique of xorification can produce an exponential separation between the size
of Res and NSR proofs from the bounds of [16]:

▶ Theorem 5.2 ([16]). There exists a family of formulas that have Res proofs of constant
width and require NS degree Ω(n/ log n).

We notice that this technique is still viable for succinct NSR proofs, and hence Odd
Hitting. In the following lemma we apply xorification and the random restriction technique
of Alekhnovich and Razborov (see [13]) to get the separation.

▶ Lemma 5.3. Let F be a CNF formula that requires degree d to refute in NS over a field F.
Then F ◦ (⊕2)n requires size 2Ω(d) to refute in succinct NSR over F.

Combining xorification with a lower bound on the degree of pebbling formulas we obtain a
separation between Odd Hitting and Res.

▶ Corollary 5.4. There exists a family of formulas that have Res proofs of polynomial size
and require Odd Hitting proofs of size 2Ω(n/ log n).
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6 HITTING(⊕)

Hitting(⊕) extends Hitting to formulas that work with linear equations modulo two. We
know from Cor. 3.13 that Tseitin formulas separate Hitting(⊕) from Hitting and Res.

We show that perfect matching formulas (that have polynomial-size CP proofs) require
exponential-size Hitting(⊕) refutations. In order to do this, we lift them using (binary)
xorification and then reduce the question to the known communication complexity lower
bound for set disjointness.

▶ Theorem 6.1. Any Hitting(⊕) refutation of PMG for the complete bipartite graph
K40n+1,40n+3 contains 2Ω(n) many subspaces.

▶ Remark 6.2. Note that the PMG formulas for Ki,j for i ̸= j have polynomial-size CP
proofs: it can be easily derived from the 2-clauses that the number of edges around a vertex
is at most 1; then take the sum of such inequalities around all vertices in the smaller part,
and take the sum of the other input inequalities in the larger part.
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